CGST seizes cigarettes worth Rs. 13.68 L
Acting on a specific tipoff, officers of Preventive wing of Central GST Ranchi, under the leadership of Nidhi Gupta, Dy. Commissioner have intercepted a consignment of cigarette at parcel office of Ranchi Railway Station. The Cigarette were booked in parcel from Kota, Rajasthan to Ranchi, in the guise of Old Packing Material. Valuation of the goods was declared as Rs. 47000, but in course of detention procedure, MRP of the intercepted goods was ascertained at Rs. 13,68,000. Investigation till date has revealed that goods were moving without any valid GST Invoice and E-way bill. S. K. Singh, Pr. Commissioner, CGST & CX Ranchi has informed that department is always alert on every front, to curb such nefarious activities detrimental to the overall economy of the country.